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1940 – Australian Waters
• The Pinguin sailed on 15 June 1940 and had sailed 

over 59,000 miles in 357 days at sea.

• She sank or captured 28 ships, a total of 136,642 
gross register tons. 

• 52,000 tons was sent back to Germany under prize 
crews.

• Between 28 October and 7 November 1940 Pinguin 
and Passat, one of the ships Pinguin had captured, 
laid mines in Bass Strait, off Sydney, Newcastle and 
Hobart and laid mines also in waters west-south-
west of the Neptune Islands off the coast of South 
Australia.  

• On 7 November 1940 refrigerated cargo liner 
Cambridge hit one of Passat's mines and sank at the 
eastern approach to the Bass Strait with the loss of 
one man. On 9 November at the western end of the 
strait American freighter City of Rayville hit another 
of its mines sinking with the loss of only one man. 
On 5 December mines laid by Pinguin sank the 
Australian coaster Nimbin with the loss of seven 
men. On 7 December another Pinguin laid mine 
exploded badly damaging the refrigerated cargo ship 
Hertford. On 26 March 1941 the fishing trawler 
Millimumul sank with the loss of one man.

• These added a total of 18,068 tons to Pinguin’s 
sinkings. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 2

Pinguin in the Indian Ocean 1941.



13/14 June 1940 - Hauraki Gulf
• The German raider Orion laid a total of 228 mines in the 

approaches to the Hauraki Gulf on the night of 13/14 June 
1940. All mines were of the moored, contact G.X. type. The 
mines were laid in three drops, some 366 metres apart, 
others 732 metres yards apart in the following areas:

• The eastern approaches to the passage between Great 
Mercury and Cuvier Islands

• A zigzag line covering the Colville Channel, overlapping the 
south eastern end of Great Barrier

• An Arc 12km north of Great Barrier Island to the Moko Hinau
Islands then northwest 11km outside Maro Tiri Island to a 
point 9km off the coast.

• Two ships were sunk by mines from this field, 

• RMS Niagara, a merchant ship carrying a cargo including a 
large quantity of gold, on 19 June 1940 and 

• HMS Puriri, a coastal cargo ship commissioned into the navy 
as a minesweeper and engaged in minesweeping operations, 
on 14 May 1941. 

• By early 1941 numerous mines had been sighted drifting in 
the area and minesweeping operations commenced in 
earnest in June of that year. By September 131 had been 
accounted for and another three were destroyed during 1942 
and 1943.
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Lieutenant E Savage RN Mine Disposal Officer 
Inspecting a German mine before demolition.



18/19 May 1941 - Crete

• during the night 18th-19th May 
Glengyle, escorted by Coventry, 
Auckland, Waterhen and 
Voyager, took 700 men of the 
first Battalion Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders from 
Alexandria to Timbakion on the 
south coast, whence they 
travelled overland to Heraklion.
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Timbakion



19 May 1941 - Ethiopia

• The surrender of the Duke of 
Aosta on 19th May with the 
remnants of his army marked 
the virtual end of the East 
African campaign.

• The Duke was a cousin of King 
Victor Emmanuel of Italy.

• The same day that the Duke 
surrendered, his brother was 
proclaimed King of Croatia.
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The Duke of Aosta surrenders to the British



19 May 1941 – Iraq

• On the 19th the Habbaniya
garrison, reinforced by the flying 
column, made a cleverly-
organised attack on Falluja, 
across the Euphrates, now the 
main Iraq position in the area, 
and captured it. 
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19 May 1941 - Syria

• On 19th May airfields at Rayak
and Palmyra were bombed, 
while Hurricanes strafed 
Damascus airfield.
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Palmyra

Rayak



19 May 1941 - Crete
• On 19th May only four serviceable 

Hurricanes, three Gladiators and two 
Fulmars remained in Crete. 

• That day one Hurricane was shot down 
over Maleme and the last Fulmars were 
destroyed on the ground. 

• Up to that time it was believed that the 
handful of defending fighters had shot 
down 23 enemy aircraft and possibly 9 
others. 

• Freyberg told Beamish that "it would be 
painful to see these machines and their 
gallant young pilots shot down on the 
first morning", and with the agreement of 
Mr Churchill the few machines that 
remained were sent to Egypt. 

• General Freyberg wished to mine all 
airfields, but was not allowed to because 
it was intended that fighters should 
return as soon as possible. All three fields 
had to be preserved. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 8

George Beamish in action against Australia at the 
Sydney Cricket Ground during the British Lions tour of 
Australia and New Zealand on August 30th, 1930. 
Australia won the Test match 6-5.

Beamish had been appointed to command the RAF 
in Crete on 17 May.



19 May 1941 - Crete

• From 29th April to 20th May, 
15,000 tons of army stores were 
unloaded from fifteen ships, 
eight of which were sunk or 
damaged.

• This rate of supply was less than 
half that considered necessary 
to maintain such a force—quite 
apart from the needs of the 
400,000 Cretans. 

• By 19th May thirteen damaged 
ships lay in Suda Bay.
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Suda Bay during a bombing attack.



19 May 1941 – Mediterranean.
• Any interception of a seaborne attack would have 

to be north of Crete, it being assumed that the 
most likely places for attempted landings would be 
Canea, Retimo, and Heraklion. 

• It was undesirable unnecessarily to expose ships to 
air attack in the Aegean by day, but necessary to 
have them there at the time a seaborne assault 
was attempted. There was also the fuelling 
problem.

• Cunningham disposed his forces in five groups: 

• a battle squadron west of Crete to provide heavy 
cover ; 

• three groups of cruisers and destroyers to carry out 
night sweeps north of Crete and retire from the 
Aegean in the daytime unless circumstances 
demanded their presence north of the island; 

• and a reserve battle squadron at Alexandria.

• These forces were in place by the morning of the 
20th. 

• Air reconnaissance ("but it was very thin") was 
arranged to give intelligence of any German moves 
by sea. 
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19 May 1941 - London

• Two days later (19th) Bruce 
reported that the effect of 
Catroux's broadcast did not 
justify the optimism of the Free 
French that there would be a 
substantial reaction against 
Vichy rule by the French in Syria.
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20 May 1941 - Melbourne
• The Hudson order was increased 

from 52 to 146 because these 
aeroplanes might be obtained 
earlier than the Australian-made 
Beauforts. 

• The War Cabinet approved this 
order on 20th May when it also 
approved orders for 243 general 
purpose two-seater Brewster 
Buffaloes from the United States 
and 54  Beaufighters, 12 to be 
delivered by December 1941 the 
remainder in instalments by 
March 1942.
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Two Australian Lockheed Hudsons. 25 July 1940.



Brewster Bermuda/Buccaneer
• The U.S. Navy first ordered the Brewster 

Bermuda  design in 1939 as the SB2A 
Buccaneer.  The British and Dutch also 
ordered versions of the aircraft in the early 
desperate days of the war.

• Brewster’s endemic production problems and 
the generally poor performance of the type 
resulted in delays that prevented the Dutch 
from taking delivery of any of their aircraft 
before the country was overrun by Germany.  

• The British did take possession of some of 
their aircraft, but like the U.S. Navy found 
them to be totally unsuited to combat duty.

• The Americans and British eventually used 
some of the aircraft as target tugs and 
trainers, but many were sent straight from 
the assembly line to surplus scrap piles when 
the U.S. government shut down the Brewster 
production lines.

• Delays led the Australian Government to 
cancel its order for Bermudas in October 1941 
in favour of purchasing 297 Vultee
Vengeances. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 13

BREWSTER BERMUDA (SB2A BUCCANEER)



20 May 1941 - Egypt

• On the 20th Wavell instructed 
General Wilson to prepare plans 
for an advance and warned the 
7th Australian Division to make 
ready to move from the Western 
Desert to Palestine. 
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20 May 1941 - Crete
• The anti-aircraft defences on Crete late in 

May included sixteen 3.7-inch, sixteen 3-inch, 
thirty-six 40-mm guns (including the 7th

Australian light AA battery), and twenty-four 
searchlights.

• The 20th May was clear and still. About 6.45 
in the morning, a far larger force of enemy 
bombers and fighters than usual appeared 
over the Suda-Maleme area and attacked the 
airfield and the area round it, Canea , the 
anti-aircraft batteries, and all roads. Great 
clouds of dust raised by bursting bombs 
obscured the view of the anti-aircraft 
gunners, who were already jaded by the daily 
attacks of which they had been a principal 
target.

• Each gun now received the attention of two 
or three dive bombers, and many were 
knocked out. Soon it was evident that this 
bombardment was not the "daily strafe" but 
the prelude to the long-expected invasion. 
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British QF 3.7-inch gun



20 May 1941 - Crete
• General Freyberg described the follow up:

• I stood out on the hill with other 
members of my staff enthralled by the 
magnitude of the operation. While we 
were still watching the bombers, we 
suddenly became aware of a greater 
throbbing in the moments of comparative 
quiet, and, looking out to sea with the 
glasses, I picked out hundreds of planes 
tier upon tier coming towards us—here 
were the huge, slow-moving troop 
carriers with the loads we were 
expecting. First we watched them circle 
counter-clockwise over Maleme
aerodrome and then, when they were 
only a few hundred feet above the 
ground, as if by magic white specks mixed 
with other colours suddenly appeared 
beneath them as clouds of parachutists 
floated slowly to earth.
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Freyberg (right) during the Battle of Crete, May 1941.
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Dispositions, Suda-Maleme Area. 19th May

New Zealand Division
Brigadier Puttick General Weston

Lt- Col Cremor



20 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• Those nearer Maleme knew that before the 

dust of the bombs had cleared some seventy-
five gliders had silently landed; perhaps forty-
five of them west of the airfield, but small 
groups of three or four at various points 
between Maleme and Suda. 

• The parachute troops appeared to drop west, 
south, and east of the airfield, east of Galatas, 
near the 7th General Hospital, on the road 
leading down from the hills to Galatas, and 
round Alikianou, farther south along that 
road. 

• The bombardment broke all signal lines 
leading from Puttick's headquarters about a 
mile south-west of Canea, and for several 
hours he had only meagre information from 
his units. His lines to Freyberg's headquarters 
were not repaired until 11 a.m. 

• For some hours, in some instances for the 
whole day, there was little communication 
between the battalions deployed between 
Canea and Maleme. 
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20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete
• Maleme airfield was in the area of the 

westernmost New Zealand battalion, the 
22nd. "A blanket of dust and smoke" had 
concealed the landing of the gliders, most in 
the bed of the Tavronitis.

• Then parachute troops— there seemed to be 
from 400 to 600—descended round the 
battalion area which was about a mile and a 
half wide from north to south. 

• A few gliders and a few paratroops landed in 
the 22nd Battalion's area, some of the gliders 
coming to earth within the lines of the 
westernmost company— Captain Campbell’s.

• Some paratroops landed just south-west of 
Pirgos , overran one New Zealand platoon of 
the headquarters company but were unable 
to dislodge the rest of it. 

• Others, landed in the battalion area, were few 
but managed to interrupt communication by 
runners. Lieut-Colonel Andrew thought the 
whole of the headquarters company lost.
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20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete
• East of the 22nd, the 23rd Battalion overlooked the 

main road and was itself overlooked by the 21st 
Battalion on the higher slopes to the south. 

• Gliders and paratroops who landed in and round 
the 23rd's area were soon killed or dispersed; it 
was estimated that about 400 were killed in the air, 
in trees, or on the ground. 

• By midday the area was fully under the defenders ' 
control, and their machine-guns and mortars were 
raking the beaches and the eastern edges of the 
airfield. 

• However, efforts to get into touch with the 22nd 
Battalion failed.

• Some 100 parachutists who landed on the slopes 
held by the 21st Battalion were killed or captured. 
Allen's orders left him the choice of replacing the 
23rd if that battalion counter-attacked, supporting 
the 22nd, or holding his positions on the vine-
covered ridges. 

• Because paratroops had landed in his area and 
more might come, Allen decided to remain where 
he was, but sent one platoon to clear the enemy 
from Xamoudhokhori and Vlakheronitissa. It 
cleared Xamoudhokhori but found Vlakheronitissa
too strongly held. 
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20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete

• East of the 23rd Battalion was 
the N.Z.E. detachment (an 
infantry unit improvised from 
engineer companies). 
Parachutists who landed round 
the N.Z.E. detachment and the 
28th (Maori) Battalion  were 
overcome. 

• Two platoons of the Maoris 
sallied forth in the afternoon 
and mopped up a party of 
Germans assembled at a mill 
600 yards forward of the N.Z.E. 
positions. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 21



20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete
• Near Campbell's company of the 22nd 

the centre of the landing was the 
western bank of the river. Perhaps half 
a dozen gliders, from which few 
survived, and some twenty paratroops
landed within his area. 

• Germans who came down on the 
western bank crossed the river, 
dodging from pylon to pylon of the 
bridge, entered the R.A.F. offices and 
camp just south-east of it, and drove 
the non-combatants therein up the 
hill towards the headquarters of the 
22nd. 

• Campbell's right platoon, 
outnumbered and enfiladed, had to 
fall back, leaving a gap between his 
company and Captain Johnson's to the 
north. 
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20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete
• Part of one of the four rifle companies of the 

22nd was deployed on the airfield; the 
westernmost platoon (Lt Sinclair) was holding 
a front of 1,400 yards on that edge. 

• Fourteen gliders landed along its front in the 
Tavronitis and many paratroops arrived at the 
same time. The crews of the anti-aircraft guns 
were overpowered and one by one Sinclair's 
men were hit. 

• The sections held out until the middle of the 
afternoon, though under fire from all 
directions except east. At dusk Sinclair, who 
had been wounded, and his last remaining 
man, also wounded, were taken prisoner. 
Eight in his platoon were killed, fifteen 
wounded and only two not hit.

• Elsewhere the 22nd generally held its 
ground—the eastern side of the airfield and 
the slopes south of the main road, which 
bounded the airfield on the south—although 
small enemy groups were wedged between 
two of its companies, and between it and the 
21st Battalion. 
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20 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• At 5 .15 p.m. Colonel Andrew of the 22nd (photo), a regular 

soldier who had won the Victoria Cross as a lance-corporal 
in 1917, had decided to use two infantry tanks that were 
under his command, with a platoon reinforced by a few 
British Bofors gunners, to thrust west along the road, but 
the crew of one tank found their gun to be unusable and 
withdrew; the other tank reached the river flat and was 
there abandoned.

• By 9 p.m. the enemy had a weak grip on the western edge 
of the airfield and the area between Vlakheronitissa and 
Xamoudhokhori, and was increasing his hold on Hill 107, 
which dominated the airfield. 

• Andrew decided to withdraw and consolidate the battalion 
on his rear rifle company on the eastern of the two ridges 
the battalion held, thus abandoning a belt of country about 
1,000 yards wide east of the Tavronitis. 

• At dawn next morning the survivors of the battalion, with 
parties of gunners and air force men from the airfield, were 
moving east in groups towards the Pirgos Xamoudhokhori
track.
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20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete
• Late in the afternoon one company 

of the 23rd and one of the 28th 
(Maori) were sent west to reinforce 
the 22nd. 

• The Maori company had a sharp 
skirmish with Germans and killed 
perhaps thirty. 

• The company of the 23rd formed a 
rearguard while the 22nd 
withdrew; 

• the Maori company found the 
headquarters of the 22nd 
deserted, and, retiring, met part of 
one of the companies of the 22nd 
and Andrew with it. It was then 
about 2 a.m. 
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20 May 1941 - Maleme, Crete
• After this Campbell's company held 

firmly. He heard, after dark , that 
battalion headquarters had 
withdrawn, but did not believe it. 
However, when he led a party in 
that direction after dark to obtain 
water and ammunition he found 
that it was so, and decided that he 
too must withdraw.

• At 3 o'clock next morning the 
withdrawal began, each platoon 
following a different route. One 
moved south and then east into 
the hills, eventually crossing the 
island; another making south 
beside the river was captured; the 
third went eastward and eventually 
reached the rear battalions of the 
brigade.  
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20 May 1941 – 10 Brigade, Crete
• Colonel Kippenberger's 10th Brigade 

held a wide front extending to the 
foothills just west of Canea.

• As soon as the preliminary bombing 
had ceased, on the 20th, a strong 
force of paratroops and gliders landed 
in and round the 10th Brigade area, 
and particularly round Galatas, the 
Aghya prison, where probably 1,500 
landed, and thence to Alikianou.

• When Colonel Kippenberger arrived 
panting and alone at the small house 
that he had arranged to use as his 
battle headquarters he found a 
German sniper in occupation; he 
stalked the German and shot him. 
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20 May 1941 – 10 Brigade, Crete
• Within half an hour the 6th Greek Regiment had 

exhausted its ammunition and was broken; some 
400 who fell back, towards Galatas were rallied by 
Captain Forrester, a liaison officer with the Greeks, 
who formed a line linking with the 19th Battalion 
and the Composite Battalion. 

• The Germans were now attacking along the Prison-
Galatas road, and the cavalry and the 8th Greek 
were out of touch. 

• This attack drove in the left of the Composite 
Battalion (held by the Petrol Company) and Colonel 
Kippenberger's brigade headquarters. 

• By midday, however, parties of Germans landed in 
Galatas had been rounded up. 

• The Germans renewed their attack up the Prison-
Galatas road at 4 p.m., but were repulsed. 

• About this time the cavalry arrived in the Galatas
area; they were placed in the sector weakly held by 
the Greeks east of Galatas and formed a link 
between the Petrol Company and the 19th Battalion. 

• The 8th Greek was still out in the foothills, isolated 
but fighting strongly; reports arrived that in the 
Prison area the enemy seemed to be clearing a 
landing ground.  Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 28



20 May 1941 – 4 Brigade, Crete
• In the area held by the 4th Brigade (Brigadier 

Inglis) which was just east of the 10th and 
included Brigadier Puttick's divisional 
headquarters, parachute troops landed round 
Karatsos village, and, later, in vineyards north 
of the coast road and south of the 7th 
General Hospital, which was on the small 
peninsula in this area. 

• When he learnt that the hospital had been 
captured Inglis ordered a company of the 
18th to retake it. They achieved this with little 
opposition early in the afternoon. 

• Other paratroops captured the 6th Field 
Ambulance, in this area, and shot the 
commanding officer, Lieut-Colonel Plimmer.

• Because of broken telephone lines and 
wireless failures Freyberg had received scanty 
reports during the first few hours, but by 11 
a.m. he decided that Maleme was the danger 
point and ordered that the 4th Brigade less 
the 1/Welch be returned to Puttick's 
command, thus allotting him the whole of his 
reserve except one battalion. 
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20 May 1941 – NZ Division, Crete
• Brigadier Puttick, whose reports from the 5th 

Brigade had so far been cheerful and confident, at 
first decided that to use these reserves for a 
counter-attack would leave the coast open to 
attack by a force then known to be at sea. Such an 
attack might cut off his whole division. 

• In the late afternoon, however, reports that the 
enemy appeared to be clearing a landing ground 
near the prison made the 4th Brigade area seem 
no less dangerous than Maleme. 

• At length, at Kippenberger's suggestion, Puttick 
agreed to an attack on the prison, and this was 
launched at 7.15 p.m. by Lieut-Colonel Blackburn's 
19th Battalion supported by a troop of three light 
tanks of the 3rd Hussars. 

• This battalion of the reserve brigade thus 
advancing into the area of the adjoining brigade 
(Kippenberger's). Two companies of the 19th 
advanced west from Galatas, then south. 

• By 8.30, having overcome sturdy resistance, they 
were 1,400 yards north of the prison; light was 
fading and the tank commander considered that 
he could do no more that night, and at 10 p.m. the 
two companies formed a leaguer round the tanks.
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20 May 1941 – NZ Division, Crete
• Kippenberger had been given to 

understand that the 19th was now 
under his command. 

• He decided that the attack had been 
made too late and with too-weak 
forces and should be cancelled. 

• Next morning patrols reached the 
attacking companies with orders to 
withdraw, and they rejoined their 
battalion.

• It was unfortunate (reported 
Kippenberger later) that 19th 
Battalion was not placed under 
command earlier, as in consequence 
the forward commander, in touch 
with the situation, was unable to 
assist or direct the attack in any way, 
and it was consequently abortive.
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20 May 1941 – Canea, Crete
• In General Weston's Suda-Canea area east of the 

New Zealand Division, paratroops and gliders had 
landed south of Canea and on the Akrotiri
Peninsula. Some 700 men of the Composite 
Battalion near Perivolia dealt with paratroops
landed in the woods near by.

• The protection of the King and his party had been 
entrusted to a New Zealand platoon under 
Lieutenant Ryan. Parachutists landed in the garden 
of the King's house. Protected by the New 
Zealanders and some armed Cretans the King and 
his Ministers made their way into the hills.

• Fifteen gliders were released over the sea near the 
Akrotiri Peninsula but only eleven reached the land 
and some of those were shot down; the 
Northumberland Hussars soon killed or captured 
most of the survivors. 

• Other gliders landed south of Canea round a group 
of anti-aircraft guns. The gunners had few rifles 
and Germans overcame them, but were contained 
by the 1/Rangers and a section of carriers from the 
1/Welch. 

• These were reinforced in the afternoon by two 
platoons of Royal Marines and some Greeks of the 
2nd Regiment, and the gun sites were recaptured.
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late in the afternoon the 2/8th Battalion from 
Georgioupolis was brought into position on a 2,000-
yard front west of Mournies.



20 May 1941 – Crete
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Signal communications were so poor that Freyberg's report to Wavell that night said: "So far I think we hold 
Maleme, Heraklion and Retimo aerodromes and the two harbours. Margin by which we hold them is bare one. 
. . . Everybody here realises vital issue and we will fight it out." 



20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• At 4 p.m. on 20th about twenty fighters and 

bombers arrived over Retimo and bombed and 
machine-gunned the area round the airfield. It was 
evident the camouflage was so successful that the 
air crews could see no definite targets, and only 
two or three men were hit.

• At 4.15 twenty-four troop-carrying aircraft 
appeared flying parallel to the coast, slowly, at 
about 400 feet. Other groups of troop carriers 
followed until 161 had been counted.

• One force of paratroops jumped when they were 
east of the airfield and floated down in an area 
three miles long and half a mile wide from east of 
the Olive Oil Factory to the eastern end of the 
airfield. A second force landed in sections along 
the coastal shelf from the western end of the 
airfield to the outskirts of Retimo itself. The landing 
went on for thirty-five minutes.

• The slow flying, flimsy transport aircraft were a 
relatively easy target, and every weapon on the 
ground blazed at them as they passed across the 
front at a range of little more than 100 yards. 
Seven troop carriers and two other aircraft were 
shot down, most of them crashing in flames near 
Perivolia at the western end of their run. Other 
aircraft were on fire as they flew homewards.  
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20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
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Airfield
Hill A
Olive Oil Factory
Perivolia



20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• On Hill "A" overlooking the eastern end of the airfield, a 

considerable number of paratroops landed right on the 
closely defended area, a hill about 200 yards by 300, held by 
one company of infantry (Captain Channell's), six guns and 
four Vickers machine-guns. 

• There followed a bitter series of fights between sections or 
platoons of Australians on the one hand and such groups of 
paratroops as survived long enough to organise and go into 
action. 

• On the east of the line paratroops landed on top of one 
platoon of infantry, the 75-mm guns, and two Vickers guns, 
under Lieutenant Cleaver. Crew after crew of the Vickers guns 
were shot down, and the guns were finally put out of action 
by a German mortar bomb. 

• The surviving gunners of the 75's, who had no small arms 
except three pistols, withdrew to the battery headquarters 
farther up the ridge, carrying their breech-blocks with them.

• There they fought on, using some captured weapons, and 
held their positions until a concerted German attack about 9 
p.m. 

• Of the crews of the remaining two machine-guns farther 
west, few survived, but three isolated infantry posts still held 
out on the northern slopes, and the remainder of Channell's
company was across the neck of the hill. 

• Campbell sent two platoons (Lieutenants Craig and Kiely) 
from his central company, which was not engaged, to prevent 
the Germans from advancing west from Hill "A", and they 
moved across the Wadi Bardia under fire.
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20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• The Germans possessed most of the top and 

eastern side of "A", but it was dangerous for 
them to advance out of the vineyards and 
down the western slopes because they were 
under observed fire from Travers' company on 
the spur west of the Wadi Bardia. Campbell 
also sent a platoon to reinforce Channell on 
Hill "A" and to clear the vineyards on the 
north-west side of the hill. This platoon 
reached Channell about 6.30 but was unable 
to advance across the north-west slopes, 
where paratroops were now firing from 
excellent cover among the vines and terraces.

• At 5.15 p.m., Campbell had ordered the two 
tanks to advance down the Wadi Pigi and 
swing right across the airfield and then along 
the road to attack the Germans east of Hill 
"A". However, one tank stuck in a drain on the 
north side of the airfield and the other, after 
passing east of Hill "A" and firing a few shots, 
fell into a wadi eight feet deep.
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20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Farther to the left the few paratroops

who landed in front of the main body of 
the 2/1st Battalion and the 4th Greek 
Battalion or within the 2/11th's wired 
area on Hill "B" were soon all killed or 
captured.

• Other groups came down among the 
vineyards north of the 2/11th under a 
searching fire and were killed or forced to 
seek cover among the vines and huts 
before they had time to organise. 

• Many Germans were dead when they 
landed. In one party of about twelve who 
descended compactly between two 
sections on the left of the 2/11th, every 
man had been riddled with bullets as he 
floated down. However, strong parties, 
estimated at 500 by Captain Honner, 
commanding the left company, were seen 
moving westward toward Perivolia
beyond the range of the West Australians' 
machine-guns. 
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20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Sandover ordered a quick northward advance 

along his whole line to mop-up the Germans 
on the low ground before dark. There was 
considerable opposition in places and by 
nightfall the main road had not been reached 
at all points along the front. 

• While daylight lasted the West Australians 
had the advantage of overlooking the enemy, 
but after dark the enemy, concealed in the 
vineyards, could inflict disproportionate 
casualties on the patrols.

• Sandover decided to withdraw his companies 
within the wire for the night. By 10.30 p.m. 
the battalion had collected eighty-four 
prisoners and "a mass of captured arms". 

• Sandover, who could speak German, 
questioned the prisoners, most of whom 
expressed the comforting opinion that no 
more paratroops would be landed. 

• He also translated a captured code of signals 
and, as a result, his men next day laid out on 
the ground the sign calling for mortar bombs, 
and a German supply aircraft obediently 
dropped some. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 39



20 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Campbell sent a request to General Freyberg, 

by wireless, for reinforcements and, at dusk, 
issued orders for two attacks at dawn next 
morning, the 2/1st to clear the enemy from 
Hill "A", and the 2/11th to clear them from 
the low ground between it and the sea, each 
Australian battalion being assisted by one 
Greek battalion. 

• At midnight a wireless message arrived from 
Freyberg regretting his inability to send 
reinforcements and wishing Campbell luck.

• During the night the Germans on Hill "A" 
pressed forward against the remaining 
Australian posts on that hill. They overran one 
section of the isolated platoon, the remainder 
of which withdrew on to the company 
headquarters. 

• The Germans advanced on to the airfield and 
captured the crews of the stranded tanks; 
most of these Germans withdrew by dawn, 
but about forty remained behind the bank of 
the beach.
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20 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• About 4 p .m. forty or fifty bombers, dive bombers 

and fighters arrived and began a noisy and 
sustained onslaught. For more than an hour the 
area was ceaselessly bombed and machine-gunned 
from low level. The noise was stunning; the bombs, 
falling at intervals of a few seconds or less, made 
the ground quake; but again few men were hit. In 
the 2/4th Battalion no man was struck by a bomb 
fragment or a bullet fired from the air during the 
whole operation at Heraklion. 

• At 5 o'clock the first slow troop-carrying aircraft 
appeared from the north and north-east. 

• For two hours, at intervals of about twenty 
minutes, one group of transports after another 
arrived and dropped its cargo of men and arms 
from a sky now clear of fighters and bombers, until 
more than 240 aircraft (Ju-52's) had been 
counted—enough to carry more than 2,000 men 
and their equipment.

• I was spellbound by the futuristic nature and the 
magnificence of the scene before me (wrote one 
young soldier).

• The Australians' Bofors, the Marines' 3-inch guns 
and pom-poms, and the infantrymen's machine-
guns, hit and brought down at least fifteen aircraft.
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20 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• Most parachutists appeared to land round the airfield or west 

of the town on Buttercup Field—precisely where landings 
had been considered most likely; but others, including the 
earliest waves, tumbled down in East Wadi, on the Charlies, 
round the Greek Barracks south-west of the Charlies, at Nea
Alikarnassos, or to the west of Heraklion. 

• At 7.20, after a renewal of the bombing, men were seen 
dropping two or three miles east of East Beach far outside 
the fortress area.

• All the battalions promptly attacked the invaders, and most of 
the paratroops who had landed in the infantry areas were 
picked off by the defenders before they could rally and collect 
their gear. 

• The Black Watch soon cleared the airfield except for a few 
snipers and some men who installed themselves at the 
barracks; the Scots also advanced east of East Hill and cleared 
East Wadi. 

• All but a few of the group which descended round the 
barracks were eliminated by Captain Rolfe's company of the 
2/4th, which killed about ninety for a loss of three Australians 
killed and nine wounded. 

• In the 7th Medium Regiment's area a German lobbed a 
grenade into the headquarters, severely wounding the 
commanding officer, Major Snook. 

• The gunners of 234th Medium Battery killed 175. 
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20 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• At 6.15 Chappel ordered a counter-attack towards 

Buttercup Field by the carrier platoon of his 
reserve battalion, the Leicesters, and a platoon of 
the York and Lancasters, and the area was freed of 
paratroops by 9.30 p.m. 

• All night there was intermittent rifle and machine-
gun fire throughout the eastern area and much 
firing of flares by groups of Germans trying to 
assemble their scattered men.

• In the Greek area, however, though the paratroops
who landed in the outpost positions had been 
quickly subdued, some who descended close to 
the town walls managed to force an entry through 
the North and West Gates. 

• Throughout the night there was bitter fighting in 
the streets, the Greeks, soldiers and civilians alike, 
attacking the invaders with any weapon that came 
to hand. The Greeks were reinforced by a 
detachment of the York and Lancasters. By 10.30, 
however, a party of Germans had reached the 
quay, and by morning others had dug in at the 
southern edge of the town. 
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20/21 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• As soon as he learned that the attack on Crete had 

started, Cunningham issued instructions for night 
sweeps in the Aegean. Following air sightings, the 
instructions were amplified to meet an expected 
seaborne attempt during the night 20th-21st. 

• King was instructed to cover the vicinity of 
Heraklion, and Glennie to guard the Maleme-
Canea-Kisamos Bay area. 

• King's force passed Kaso Strait on the evening of 
the 20th, where it was unsuccessfully attacked first 
by torpedo bombers and later by six motor 
torpedo boats which were driven off, and some 
damaged, by Juno, Kandahar, and Naiad. During 
the night the force investigated false reports of a 
seaborne landing at Heraklion, and retired through 
Kaso Strait in the early forenoon without further 
incident. 

• In the west, Glennie's force sighted nothing, and 
retired on Rawlings during the forenoon of the 
21st. 

• Mack in Jervis with Nizam and Ilex, passed through 
Kaso Strait late on the 20th and between 2.42 and 
2.45 a.m. on the 21st bombarded the airfield on 
Scarpanto. It then fruitlessly searched Pegadia Bay 
on that island for enemy shipping then retired to 
Alexandria to fuel. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 44



21 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• Thus, by the morning of the 21st, the 

Germans had a foothold on Maleme airfield, 
but it was still commanded by the defenders' 
guns; a belt of tactically important ground 
east of the Tavronitis had been lost; and a 
German force was strongly established on the 
slopes round the prison.

• Puttick considered that the most important 
task was the recapture of Maleme airfield. At 
a conference at the 23rd Battalion 
headquarters about 2 a.m. on the 21st it was 
decided that the 23rd should hold its position 
next day and that the battered 22nd, now 
only about two companies strong, should be 
withdrawn to the lines of the 23rd and 21st 
for reorganisation. 

• Thus, at dawn, the 22nd Battalion was fitted 
into the lines of the 23rd and 21st, whence a 
certain amount of fire covered the airfield. 

• Scores of weary, unarmed men of the Royal 
Air Force and the disabled anti-aircraft 
batteries, and the Royal Marine Artillery were 
now drifting east through the New Zealand 
lines. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 45
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21 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• It was not until the morning of the 21st that 

Freyberg learnt of the extent to which the 22nd 
Battalion had been thrust off its ground. It was 
reported to him, however, that the airfield was still 
covered by his artillery and machine-guns, and 
could not be used by the enemy. 

• A severe divebombing of the defenders began 
before 9 a.m. Then arrived more disturbing news: 
that not only were more paratroops descending 
but transport aircraft were landing in the bed of 
the river west of Maleme and on the undefended 
beaches farther west.

• Throughout the 21st, the 5th Brigade, still almost 
isolated, was bombed and machine-gunned from 
the air, and pressed by the enemy on the ground. It 
held its positions, except that the machine-gun 
platoon with the 23rd Battalion was withdrawn 
from one useful height. 

• The Vickers guns and mortars fired on aircraft 
landing on the airfield until, by late afternoon, 
their ammunition was exhausted. 

• At a conference of commanding officers at the 
headquarters of the 23rd Battalion it was decided 
that next day the 23rd should counter-attack and 
reoccupy the ground it had lost.  
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21 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• At 8.10 a.m. in spite of the fire of nine 

guns of the 27th Battery and a platoon 
of machine-guns, an aircraft landed 
on Maleme airfield, unloaded and 
took off again. 

• Later several troop carriers landed 
and took off at the west end of the 
field. 

• About 4 p.m. a steady stream of 
aircraft began landing. 

• Large numbers of paratroops dropped 
on and round the Maori battalion's 
area about 3.40 p.m. The Maoris 
attacked the newcomers with vigour 
and by nightfall had cleared their own 
area and most of the country between 
them and the New Zealand Engineers, 
where, however, one group of 
Germans established itself. 
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21 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• When it was reported that morning that some 

eighty paratroops had descended on the slopes 
well south of the Maori battalion and troop 
carriers were seen flying towards the Aghya
reservoir, a Maori patrol was sent out to see what 
was happening over the hills to their south. 

• It found that Germans who had apparently filtered 
down from the reservoir area had established 
posts between the Maori and N.Z.E. detachment.

• At 11.15 a.m. Hargest had proposed to Puttick that 
an attack should be made towards Maleme by the 
Maori and another battalion; it should be made at 
night because machine-gun fire from the air did 
not permit large-scale movement by day. 

• Late in the afternoon Freyberg held a conference 
(which Brigadier Vasey attended) at which he 
decided that he would bring an Australian 
battalion from Georgioupolis in trucks to replace 
the 20th New Zealand, which would then move 
west in the vehicles the Australians had used, 
reinforce the 5th Brigade, and be available for a 
counter-attack. 

• Later in the evening Freyberg ordered his troop of 
the 2/3rd Field Regiment and a section of the 
106th RHA (an anti-tank unit) to join the New 
Zealand Division for shelling the airfield . Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 48
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21 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• The detailed plan was that the 20th Battalion 

would advance between the road and the 
beach, three light tanks along the road, and 
the Maori s on the left of it. The attacking 
troops would form up about 400 yards west 
of the Platanias River. 

• The first objective was Pirgos, where the 
troops would rest for thirty minutes; the 
second objective was the airfield on the right 
and the river on the left.

• Aircraft from Egypt would bomb the areas 
west of the advancing troops from midnight 
until 2.30 a.m.

• Freyberg learnt that the 21st had been a fairly 
successful day at Retimo, where the 2/1st 
Battalion had recaptured the heights south -
east of the airfield, although an enemy group 
remained astride the road leading west to 
Canea and the road leading east to Heraklion.

• At Heraklion the enemy had captured the 
harbour but was later driven out. In both 
areas the enemy had failed to take the airfield 
and was on the defensive.
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21 May 1941 – Crete
• The 2/7th was to relieve the 20th New 

Zealand that night to enable it to 
counter-attack towards Maleme.

• Walker of the 2/7th had accompanied 
Vasey to the conference, Walker 
having first warned his second-in-
command, Major Marshall, to have 
the battalion ready to move at 8 
p.m.—just before dusk. When the 
conference ended, late in the 
afternoon, Walker went forward with 
Brigadier Inglis to reconnoitre the new 
area.

• Marshall, about 4 p.m., had received 
orders from Vasey to move off "as 
near to 5 p.m. as possible".  
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21 May 1941 – Crete
• During the afternoon (wrote Marshall in his diary later that year) the transport arrived in dribs 

and drabs from all sorts of sources . . . . The drivers were all unnerved by bombing and the threat 
or sound of planes and were sheltering away from their trucks as they considered their vehicles 
the targets . . . . I hoped to get away at 5 p.m. and speeded things up. 

• Odd planes had been over our area all day and nothing had happened. Just as we had completed 
the embussing of the battalion in their areas with the exception of "D" Company, whose drivers 
were still coming in, some enemy planes . . . discovered us . . . .

• The planes were concentrating as well on a supply dump about a mile further on nearer to Neo 
Khorion. Everyone else was ready except "D" Company so I left Halliday to hurry them on and I 
started off with the planes still around. It followed on our idea from Greece that the best way is to 
just go on in the face of an attack . . We whizzed down the road and passed the food dump and 
breathed again. 

• Then we turned a corner and found half a dozen planes above with the obvious intention of 
attacking us somewhere. I stopped the column until I was sure Savige with "A" Company had 
caught up and then we sailed on. 

• It was rather exhilarating. The planes had now obviously got on to us, but the road was winding 
along a valley and there were few straight stretches. The planes cruised about those straight 
stretches waiting for us . . . . Twice I watched a plane single us out, bank and turn to machine-gun 
us along the straight and I told the driver to crack it up. It then became a race to the curve . . . . 
We streaked along and I hoped the battalion was following.
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21 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Channell led his men into the attack at dawn, the 

plan being to move round the sides and over the 
top of the hill. It appeared to the Australian s that 
the Germans had arranged to attack almost 
simultaneously and under an intense barrage of 
mortar bombs. Into this fire Channell's men 
advanced 60 to 100 yards; Channell and Lieutenant 
Delves' were wounded, and the company was 
driven back until it was clinging to a line on the 
western edge of the neck of the hill.

• Captain Moriarty's company and the carrier 
platoon (without carriers) arrived about 6 a.m. 
from Hill "D" to give support if it was needed and 
found that the attack had failed. 

• Thus at 6.15 there were at the neck of Hill "A" , 
where Moriarty took over command, the survivors 
of nearly half of Campbell's battalion ; and the 
Germans were pressing hard. 

• Moriarty telephoned to battalion headquarters 
that the position was "very desperate", whereupon 
Campbell led one of the companies still in hand 
along a sheltered route across the Wadi Bardia, 
and leaving part of it round the wadi, took the 
remainder on. He reached Moriarty about 7 a.m. 
and ordered him to manoeuvre the enemy off Hill 
"A" as soon as possible.
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21 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Moriarty organised his force, including platoons from four companies, 

into four groups and, about 8 a.m., attacked northwards.

• The attack was carried out with dash and succeeded brilliantly. 

• On the right Lt Rogers with four platoons (including the pioneers and the 
carrier crews) advanced along the eastern slope of the hill, then turned 
east down the slope, took 25 prisoners and moved on to the hill east of 
"A", while one of his platoons under Lieutenant Savage advanced north 
to the road.

• In the centre Lts Whittle and Gilmour-Walsh (each with two platoons) 
advanced and occupied the eastern and northern face of Hill "A", 
recapturing the 75s. 

• On the left Lt Mann moved round on the west of the hill and, having 
taken 34 prisoners, joined Savage on the road.

• Lt Craig in the Wadi Bardia also moved forward to the main road. 

• The Germans who survived escaped round the spurs south of the road to 
the shelter of the beach. 

• Thus, eighteen hours after the landing, the one German force that had 
succeeded in occupying a height commanding the airfield had been 
driven off, and only scattered parties of paratroops survived in the six 
miles of coastal plain between Perivolia and Hill "A".

• During the day the 2/1st and 2/11th cleared the few remaining Germans 
from the coastal plain between Hills "A" and `B“.

• Campbell relieved Channell's battered company on Hill "A" with Captain 
Embrey's. His field gunners, now plentifully supplied with German small 
arms, were back at their guns.  
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21 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• At 9 o'clock on the 21st transports began 

dropping supplies. On this and later days the 
defenders captured German Very pistols, 
orders, and signal strips, and were thus able 
to send messages to the German air crews to 
drop supplies to them; 

• the Australian battalion, for example, 
received machine-guns, wireless sets, 
mortars, a motor-cycle and side car, chairs 
and tables, a tent, and much food and 
ammunition. 

• At 9 in the morning, the German force in the 
east supported by light guns advanced 
towards the Black Watch on East Hill and 
began to infiltrate on to the eastern end of 
the airfield; but both there and in East Wadi 
they made little progress in the face of the 
defending artillery and small arms fire.

• A party in the village of Prassas was rounded 
up; farther west a patrol of the 2/4th moved 
out to Babali and drove off a small German 
force; a German party moving towards 
Heraklion along the Knossos road was 
repulsed with severe casualties. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 54



21 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• However, in and around the town 

itself the enemy was still 
established; he now held the 
harbour and was attempting to 
push eastwards, and the Greeks 
were running out of ammunition.

• During the day, however, the 
Greeks were able largely to rearm 
themselves with captured weapons 
and, in the evening, a concerted 
attack by them reinforced by a 
platoon from the Leicesters and 
one from the York and Lancasters
cleared practically all Germans 
from the town. 

• At 5.5 p.m., the Germans received 
reinforcements—eleven troop 
carriers dropped their men east of 
East Wadi. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 55



21 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• On 21 May 1941 Abdiel laid a field 

of 150 mines off Akra Dhoukaton
(Cape Dukato, southern tip of 
Lefkada island, Ionian sea). 

• On the field later the same day the 
Italian destroyer Carlo Mirabello
(1,840 tons), the gunboat 
Pellegrino Matteucci and the 
German transports Kybfels (7764 
GRT) and Marburg (7564 GRT) 
were  lost  while transporting a 
large contingent of the 2nd Panzer 
Division from Patras in Greece 
across the Adriatic Sea to the port 
of Taranto in Italy.
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21 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• Throughout the 21st all forces 

south and west of Crete were 
subjected to heavy air attacks. 

• In Glennie's force Ajax was 
damaged by a near-miss. 

• King's force was bombed 
continuously from 9.50 a.m. to 
1.40 p.m., and shortly before 1 
p.m. lost Juno, which received 
direct hits and sank in two minutes.

• The battle squadron suffered no 
damage, but the high expenditure 
of anti-aircraft ammunition caused 
Rawlings to warn the fleet of the 
need for economy. 
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21 May 1941 - Norway
• Aerial reconnaissance photo taken by F.O. Suckling 

on 21 May showing Bismarck anchored (centre right) 
in Grimstadfjord, near Bergen, Norway. Despite 
circling Bf109s Suckling managed to fly his Spitfire 
directly over the German flotilla at 26,000 ft and take 
photos of Bismarck and her escorts. 

• The Swedish navy had sighted and followed the ships 
in the Baltic and their report eventually made its way 
to the British naval attaché, who forwarded it to the 
Admiralty. 

• The code-breakers at Bletchley Park confirmed that 
an Atlantic raid was imminent, as they had decrypted 
reports that Bismarck and Prinz Eugen had taken on 
prize crews and requested additional navigational 
charts from headquarters.

• A pair of Spitfires had then been ordered to search 
the Norwegian coast for the flotilla.

• On receipt of the information, Admiral Tovey ordered 
the battlecruiser Hood, the newly commissioned 
battleship Prince of Wales, and six destroyers to 
reinforce the pair of cruisers patrolling the Denmark 
Strait. The rest of the Home Fleet was placed on alert 
in Scapa Flow. 18 bombers were sent to attack the 
ships, but weather over the fjord had worsened and 
they were unable to find them.
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21 May 1941 - France

• On 21st May sixteen RAF fighter 
squadrons joined in a single 
patrol over France.
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21/22 May 1941 – Crete
• The relief of the 20th Battalion seems to have been completed about 11.30 p.m. 

Brigadier Hargest went forward to Platanias village a little before midnight on the 21st to 
await the arrival of the attacking battalions. The Maoris had assembled at the start-line 
about 11.30 p.m. but there was yet no sign of the 20th. At length about 2.45 a.m. its two 
leading companies arrived. 

• About 3.30 a.m. the attacking force moved off—two companies of the 20th leading on 
the right; on the left the Maoris. Soon the 20th, advancing through country scattered 
with vines and shrubs and cut by ditches, was fighting along its whole front. German 
resistance increased as the line neared the airfield. The Maoris made good progress 
while it was still dark, the tanks on the road following the leading infantry, and when light 
dawned the Maoris were ahead of the 20th, which had met stiffer opposition. The 
leading tank was hit and disarmed, and all three moved back behind a bend in the road.

• On the right the 20th fought its way through the northern part of Pirgos and reached the 
cleared land near the airfield, but heavy fire drove the right company into the cover of 
bamboo thickets about 100 yards from its edge. 

• Now that it was light the attackers were under intense fire both from ground and air. 
Lieut Colonel Burrows of the 20th decided to withdraw his battalion behind the Maori so 
that if the Maori seized the field the 20th could occupy the high ground south of it. 
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21/2 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• Aircraft reported enemy small ships 

steering towards Crete from Milos. 

• At 11.30 p.m. Glennie in Dido with Orion, 
the damaged Ajax and four destroyers 
met a convoy, chiefly of caiques crowded 
with German soldiers, 18 miles north of 
Canea. 

• The British ships fired on them for two 
and a half hours, sinking or setting fire to 
one or two steamers, at least a dozen 
caiques, a small pleasure steamer and a 
steam yacht. One of the escorting 
destroyers, the Lupo, was hit but did not 
sink.

• By 2 a.m. on the 22nd there were no 
more enemy vessels in sight, and after a 
further sweep to the east and north 
Glennie, short of anti-aircraft ammunition 
and anticipating heavy attacks at daylight, 
withdrew.
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22 May 1941 – Palestine
• General Lavarack met General Wilson at 

his advanced report centre at Sarafand in 
Palestine on 22nd May. 

• Wilson told him that Wavell and he had 
agreed that the main effort of the 
invading force should be towards Beirut 
along the coast road, and only subsidiary 
drives should be made from Metulla.

• Elaborate measures were to be taken to 
conceal the British intention and the 
preliminary movements. 
• Australian troop movements in northern 

Palestine would be explained as merely the 
relief of the 6th Division's units there.

• Senior officers were instructed not to visit 
Jerusalem or Haifa; 

• no leave was to be given; 
• Australians who moved forward to within 

sight of the French were to wear caps or 
topees not Australian hats.
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22 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• As part of the main attack, the 21st Battalion 

had advanced to occupy Hill 107 and the 
wireless station. The attack began at 7 a.m. At 
8.30 the wireless station was captured and 
soon afterwards Xamoudhokhori, but 
thereafter strong opposition was 
encountered. 

• During the afternoon, in view of the failure of 
the main attack along the coast, the 
companies fell back some distance under 
heavy enemy pressure. The withdrawal of the 
exposed right flank was organised by 2nd-
Lieutenant Upham.

• As the 20th Battalion withdrew, German 
aircraft were landing and their occupants 
jumping out and going straight into the fight. 
Eventually the 20th crossed the road and 
came in behind the Maoris. 
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22 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• The Maoris were now holding a 

continuous line with two faces—
one looking west with its left flank 
bent back towards the 21st 
Battalion and the other looking 
north with its right linking with the 
23rd.

• A platoon of the 2/1st Machine 
Gun Battalion hitherto with the 4th 
Brigade was sent forward to the 
5th on the evening of the 22nd. 
According to Hargest it "ran clean 
into a Hun attack and in five 
minutes lost everything they had—
vehicles, guns, ammunition".

• Throughout 22nd May the 28th 
continued to probe west and north 
testing the enemy 's strength.  
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22 May 1941 – 10 Brigade, Crete
• Kippenberger had ordered the 19th Battalion 

to advance south astride the Suda Bay-Prison 
road on a front of 800 yards to a Turkish fort 
on a pyramid-like hills south-east of the 
prison. 

• The attack opened at 3 p.m. The German 
positions were strongly held, however, and 
the two attacking companies withdrew in the 
early evening, having lost twelve men. 

• About 7 p.m. the Germans themselves 
attacked, on a front of about 700 yards west 
of the Galatas-Prison road towards Galatas
and the position held by the Petrol Company.

• Kippenberger ordered an immediate counter-
attack by such forces as were available. He 
himself was on the left flank with a small 
force preparing to take part in the counter-
attack when a detachment of Greeks from in 
and round Galatas joined by some civilians 
and led by Captain Forrester of the Queen's 
dashed at the advancing Germans. It was too 
much for the Germans. They turned and ran 
without hesitation. 
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22 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• In the afternoon Freyberg had ordered a 

further attack on the airfield but before 
this could be organised the German 
advance against the 10th Brigade front 
developed, and Puttick learnt that the 
coast road between the 4th and 5th 
Brigades was commanded by a German 
detachment. 

• Puttick decided that to proceed with the 
proposed attack by the 5th Brigade would 
be to risk it being cut off. 

• That night at a conference between 
Puttick and Stewart (whom Freyberg had 
sent forward) it was decided that the 5th 
Brigade should withdraw to the line of 
the "Wadi " Platanias. 

• This decision was made about 10 p.m. on 
the 22nd. Thenceforward the enemy 
could use the airfield without hindrance . 
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22 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Two strongly-established groups of Germans 

remained, one on the east, in and round the 
Olive Oil Factory, astride the road to 
Heraklion; the other at Perivolia across the 
road to Suda Bay. Campbell ordered that on 
the 22nd each of these should be driven out. 

• The 2/11th was to thrust west towards 
Perivolia, and two companies of the 2/1st 
east toward s the factory. 

• Near the factory the advancing Australians 
were joined by the Greeks from the south and 
found Germans strongly ensconced in the 
thick-walled buildings there. Moriarty's 
company, advancing along the ridges, made 
good progress and Campbell ordered an 
attack about 10 a.m. if fifteen minutes' 
artillery bombardment by Captain Killey's
guns on Hill "A" seemed effective. 

• The guns fired what ammunition Killey
considered they could afford, but already the 
gallant Moriarty, while reconnoitring, had 
been shot dead, and Lt Savage, the only other 
officer of his company, had been wounded. 
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22 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• Campbell then planned a converging attack, to be 

made at 6 p.m. after artillery and mortar 
bombardment: 200 Greeks would move secretly 
down one wadi and forty Australians would crawl 
down another, and then charge, while the 
remaining troops of Captain Travers' company fired 
down into the factory from the heights overlooking 
it 100 to 200 yards away.

• The Greek troops did not move at the appointed 
time. The forty Australians, gallantly led by Mann, 
rushed forward with a yell from their wadi. Many 
fell, and the survivors took shelter behind a bank 
about 40 yards from the factory. 

• Campbell, who was near by, called to Mann not to 
move until the Greeks attacked. Corporal 
Thompson shouted back that Mann had been 
seriously wounded and that he (Thompson) was 
now in command of the few men who remained.

• Campbell then decided that the attack could not 
be pressed, and ordered the Greeks to keep the 
factory under fire but not to advance. At dark, 
when the Australians, pinned down near the 
factory, were able to withdraw, he sent his two 
companies back to their original positions 
overlooking the airfield, leaving the Greeks to 
contain the Germans in the factory.  
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22 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• in the afternoon the left flanking company of 

the 2/11th (Captain Honner) advanced 
without opposition through Cesmes to the 
wadi through Platanes, where they came 
under fire from houses farther west. 

• Sandover ordered Honner to advance astride 
the road to the creek west of the road fork at 
Perivolia. Honner's men, supported by a 
captured German mortar and one of their 
own, attacked and occupied the group of 
houses on the small ridge about half way to 
the objective with a loss of one man killed 
and two wounded.

• After dark Sandover was anxious to avoid a 
further unfortunate clash with the Greeks. 
The volume of German fire made it appear 
doubtful whether a frontal attack would 
succeed across the open ground ahead, and 
he ordered the two companies to remain 
where they were and dig in.
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22 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• on the morning of the 22nd, patrols from the York 

and Lancasters mopped up the few snipers who 
remained in the town; during the morning one of 
the last two snipers in the Greek barracks near the 
airfield was killed and the other escaped. 

• The Black Watch sent out many patrols and drove 
the last Germans from the east end of the airfield, 
but found the enemy positions at Rattling Bridge, 
in East Wadi, and on A.M.E.S. Ridge too strongly 
held to be successfully attacked. 

• This caused Brigadier Chappel some concern 
because the German guns on East Ridge might 
enfilade the airfield, and he sent a company of the 
Leicesters to reinforce the Black Watch, thus using 
a considerable part of his counterattack battalion 
for a defensive role. 

• When Chappel, at 3.50, ordered the Black Watch 
to attack A.M.E.S. Ridge the reply was given that 
the Black Watch had not enough troops; it was a 
task for the reserve. Still another company of the 
Leicesters was ordered to support the Scottish 
battalion, but did not arrive until the following day.
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Enemy dead that lay within the defended area were 
buried, in the British area 950 German corpses were 
collected by nightfall on the 22nd, and some 300 in 
the Greek area. 



22 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• That night at 9.30 the headquarters 

of the 16th British Brigade and the 
2/Queen's (its remaining battalion) 
with eighteen vehicles sailed from 
Alexandria in the landing ship 
Glenroy, escorted by Coventry, 
Auckland and Flamingo, with the 
intention of landing at Timbakion
and reopening the road to 
Heraklion.

• The King of Greece, a few of his 
staff, the British Minister, the naval 
attache and about 40 others, 
crossed the island to Ayia Roumeli, 
where they embarked in H.M.S. 
Decoy and Hero on the night of the 
22nd.
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22 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• At 8.30 on the morning of the 22nd a naval 

force, including Naiad, Perth, Carlisle and 
destroyers, engaged enemy ships between 
Heraklion and the island of Milos. Perth sank 
a caique loaded with troops, then saw a 
destroyer and many caiques. These were 
engaged but the squadron was under heavy 
air attack and anti-aircraft ammunition was 
running low; Rear-Admiral King withdrew.

• The enemy made intense air attacks on other 
naval forces to the south of Crete and the 
cruisers Fiji and Gloucester and the destroyer 
Greyhound were sunk and Warspite, Valiant, 
Naiad and Carlisle were hit and damaged. 

• At 10.30 p.m. on the 22nd a signal from Rear-
Admiral Rawlings of the 7th Cruiser Squadron 
reached Admiral Cunningham reporting this 
loss, and through an error of handwriting it 
was also made to appear that the battleships 
had no pom-pom ammunition left. 

• Cunningham thereupon ordered all naval 
forces to withdraw to Alexandria except the 
transport Glenroy and her escort. 
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Admiral Cunningham —slim, red faced, blue eyed, 
radiating optimism, faith in his ships and his men. 
(left) with Menzies.



22 May 1941 - Britain
• The EATS fighter squadron, No. 

452 Squadron RAAF became 
defensively operational on 22nd 
May 1941.
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23 May 1941 - Australia
• The first Australian EATS medium bomber 

squadron (No. 455 Squadron R.A.A.F.) was 
to form in No. 5 Group, Bomber 
Command at Swinderby, Lincolnshire in 
June. 

• The Australian Air Board had intended to 
supply almost – complete ground staff 
backing for this and other squadrons, and 
in fact on 23rd May 1941 ground staff in 
numbers and musterings approximately 
commensurate with the needs of a 
Wellington squadron had been assembled 
at Williamtown, New South Wales, and 
styled No. 455 Squadron. 

• In June, however, these men were still in 
Australia awaiting transport, so eventually 
on 30th June a skeleton R.A.F. ground 
staff was provided at Swinderby.
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RNZAF Wellington Mark I aircraft; anticipating war, 
the New Zealand government loaned these aircraft 
and their aircrews to the RAF in August 1939.



23 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• It was just before dawn on the 23rd when the 

orders to withdraw arrived at the 
headquarters of the 23rd Battalion. 

• During the early part of the morning the 
withdrawal was carried out. The 28th formed 
the rearguard, and its last parties came out 
about 6.30 a.m.

• Thenceforward the enemy could use the 
airfield without hindrance. 

• The Germans closely followed the withdrawal, 
and throughout the day there was sharp 
fighting on the road where the bridge crossed 
the Platanias River. 

• The artillery shelled the attackers accurately 
and put their light guns out of action. 

• The men on the ridges above the road saw an 
encouraging attack by twelve British bombers 
on Maleme airfield where 130 transport 
planes were standing. Six could be seen 
burning. 
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23 May 1941 - Crete
• Freyberg's reply to Wavell morning of 23rd gave a 

clearer picture than his previous messages. 

• The road from Suda to Retimo was held by the 
enemy and also (he believed) the road from 
Retimo to Heraklion. 

• There were no vehicles at Retimo.

• "Heraklion now in touch with Argyll and 
Sutherlands and I have ordered them to 
concentrate battalion and tanks at Heraklion 
preparatory to reinforcing Suda garrison if possible 
by road." 

• Freyberg added that his troops at Maleme were 
cut off and that he had decided "to readjust 
present insecure position and make ready for 
secure defence. He added:

• “. . . We can fight on as long as maintenance does 
not break down.”

• Later in the day Freyberg received a cable from 
Churchill: "The whole world watches your splendid 
battle on which great things turn." "However 
splendid the battle might appear in the eyes of the 
world," Freyberg wrote later, "the situation was 
rapidly deteriorating in the Maleme sector."  
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23 May 1941 – Crete
• Hope of denying Maleme to the enemy having 

been abandoned and the New Zealand Division 
having withdrawn into a defensive position, there 
were good reasons to fall back still farther to 
reduce the area over which the force was strung 
out. 

• Puttick met Freyberg about 11 a.m. and they 
agreed that the battered and weary 5th Brigade 
should move into reserve that night. 

• Inglis of the 4th Brigade would take over the units 
of 10th Brigade and command the right of the new 
front line. The left would be formed by Vasey's 
19th Brigade which would be west of Perivolia. 

• In the afternoon of the 23rd the 2/8th was 
advanced to a position on the creek west of 
Perivolia on the left of the 2/7th. The 2nd Greek, 
extended south-west from Perivolia, formed the 
left flank. 

• That night all the troops in the Platanias area 
withdrew on foot behind the lines of the 4th 
Brigade. 

• There were vehicles enough to carry only the 
wounded and the heavy weapons.
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23 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• That afternoon (23rd) about fifty German 

aircraft appeared and, evidently obeying 
signals from the Germans in Perivolia, 
attacked the area between that village and 
Platanes for five hours. 

• Jackson's company, nearest the Germans, 
escaped with nine casualties, but Honner's
and the mortar platoon next to them lost 
three men killed and twenty-seven wounded. 

• Where the bombardment was hottest 
Privates Johnson' and Symmons kept a Bren 
gun in action though both were wounded, 
and refused to move to a safer position where 
they would have a less clear view. 

• At sunset the Germans on the ground 
attacked from Perivolia, but were beaten off. 
When the attack was over the survivors of 
Honner's company were replaced on the left 
by Captain McCaskill's, which made ready to 
attack with Jackson's as soon as the Rangers 
appeared, but nothing was seen or heard of 
them.
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Private Symmons died of his wounds. His father and 
an uncle had both fought with the old 11th Battalion 
in 1914-18.



23 May 1941 – Retimo, Crete
• When mopping-up east of the airfield, the Australians had captured the 

paratroops' medical aid post and, on 23rd May, the medical officer of the 
2/1st arranged with the German medical officers, first, that these should 
remove their wounded from the aid post in no-man's land west of 
Stavromenos to the Australian dressing station in the valley near Adhele, 
where henceforward Australian and German medical officers and orderlies 
worked side by side; and, 

• second, that there be a three hours' truce so that both sides could collect 
these and other wounded lying between Hill "A" an d the factory. 

• About half an hour later Captain Embrey led in a blindfolded German 
officer from the factory with a message demanding that the Australians 
surrender, on the grounds that the Germans had succeeded at the two 
other landing places and the Australians' position was hopeless. 

• Campbell refused and punctuated his decision by spending a few more of 
his precious shells on the factory when the truce was over. 
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23 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• On the 23rd German aircraft were overhead at 

intervals throughout the day, bombing, machine-
gunning and dropping supplies.

• Early in the day it became apparent that the 
Germans were concentrating on the east with the 
intention of securing the airfield, and a report was 
received that troop-carrying aircraft were landing 
east of East Ridge. 

• Two companies of the Leicesters who were sent 
east to make a raid in this direction returned in the 
evening with the news that the Germans there 
were not strong in numbers but had a large 
proportion of machine-guns.

• Early in the afternoon six Hurricanes arrived 
overhead from Egypt, but the naval anti-aircraft 
guns, mistaking them for Germans, fired and shot 
two down. Three then returned to their base, but 
the sixth landed. 

• Later, during a particularly heavy raid by about fifty 
German aircraft, chiefly on the town itself, six more 
Hurricane s arrived, fought the attacking aircraft 
and finally landed on the field, four of them with 
damaged tail wheels. Thus few remained 
serviceable out of these two flights sent from 
Egypt to attack transports arriving at Maleme. 
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After a severe bombing raid on Heraklion the Germans 
to the west sent a message that the town would be 
destroyed unless the Greeks surrendered. The 
ultimatum was rejected, though the raid had been 
both destructive and spectacular. 



23 May 1941 - Crete
• Freyberg was handicapped in his control of 

the isolated sector at Retimo because there 
were no ciphers there and messages had to 
go in clear. At Heraklion the ciphers had been 
destroyed on the 20th during the parachute 
landing, but messages could be sent there 
secretly by submarine cable.

• On the 23rd Freyberg ordered a company of 
the 1/Rangers with two antitank guns to 
advance east from Suda and open the road to 
Retimo airfield. They reached Retimo town 
that day.

• The two infantry tanks which had been 
landed at Timbakion on the night of the 19th-
20th reached Heraklion on the 23rd with 
news that the Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders (also landed at Timbakion that 
night) were on their way. The infantry tanks, 
with the one remaining "runner" of those that 
had been at Heraklion throughout, and two 
75-mm guns were sent to Suda in a lighter. 
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Timbakion



23 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• At daylight on the 23rd Captain Lord Louis 

Mountbatten with the destroyers Kelly, Kashmir 
and Kipling were withdrawing from Canea (where 
Kelly and Kashmir had carried out a short 
bombardment of Maleme and damaged two 
troop-carrying caiques by gun fire)  to Alexandria 
when they were attacked by dive bombers. 

• At 7.55 a.m. on the 23rd, just south of Gavdhos
Island, they were attacked by 24 dive bombers. 
Kashmir and then Kelly were hit and sunk. Kipling 
rescued 279 men (including Mountbatten), leaving 
the scene at 11 a.m. In the three hours of rescue 
operations she survived six bombing attacks in 
which it was estimated forty aircraft engaged and 
dropped eighty-three bombs. She reached 
Alexandria safely on the morning of the 24th after 
running out of fuel fifty miles from the port.

• At 11.27 a.m. Cunningham decided to order 
Glenroy and her escort to return to Alexandria. 

• However, the effort to carry supplies through to 
the defending force did not cease; that night two 
destroyers unloaded ammunition at Suda Bay and 
the fast mine-layer Abdiel left Alexandria carrying 
ammunition and stores and 195 men of "A" 
Battalion of a commando force under Colonel 
Laycock, to be known as "Layforce.
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HMS Kashmir



23 May 1941 - Atlantic
• At 19.22 on 23 May the cruiser HMS Suffolk 

detected Bismark and Prinz Eugen by radar at 
a range of 14,000 yards in the Denmark Strait.

• Suffolk quickly retreated to a safe distance 
and shadowed the German ships. At 20:30, 
the cruiser Norfolk joined Suffolk, but 
approached the German raiders too closely. 

• Bismarck fired five salvoes, three of which 
straddled Norfolk and rained shell splinters on 
her decks. The cruiser laid a smoke screen 
and fled into a fog bank, ending the brief 
engagement.

• At around 22:00, Bismarck made a 180-
degree turn in an effort to surprise the two 
shadowing cruisers. Suffolk's radar quickly 
detected the manoeuvre, allowing the 
cruisers to evade. 

• The cruisers remained on station through the 
night, continually relaying the location and 
bearing of the German ships.
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The captain of Suffolk, Robert Meyric Ellis, remains 
on the bridge for lunch whilst shadowing Bismarck.



24 May 1941 – Palestine
• Two days later (24th) at another 

conference at Sarafand Wilson 
emphasised that there should be as great 
a show of force as possible. 

• When he said again that the main line of 
advance would be along the coast road 
Lavarack expressed the opinion that the 
right column had the greatest hope of 
success; but Wilson said that Wavell and 
he had agreed to make the main effort on 
the left.

• Wilson said that he thought the invasion 
might begin on the night of the 31st.

• Lavarack's division was still at Matruh; 
even his advanced headquarters had not 
yet arrived in Palestine; details of the 
force available were still so obscure that 
precise planning was yet impossible.
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Generals Lavarack (l) and Wilson Commanding Allied 
forces in Palestine (centre).



24 May 1941 - Crete
• The company of the 1/Rangers attack at Retimo in 

the  morning was unsuccessful, and later in the day 
the remnant of the company returned to Suda.

• On the morning of the 24th the western flank of 
Creforce was an arc curved round the south-west 
of Canea with a radius of three miles.

• During the afternoon strong German patrols 
probed the 4th Brigade's front and there were 
signs that the enemy was preparing a large-scale 
attack. 

• About 4 p.m. a heavy thrust was made on the 18th 
Battalion. Some forward posts were driven in but 
later the line was restored by a counter-attack. At 
dusk some posts were again abandoned and again 
retaken. During the afternoon the German aircraft 
concentrated on Canea and bombed it heavily and 
systematically.

• That day Freyberg learnt of the failure of the 
1/Rangers to clear the road to Retimo, and that a 
new body of paratroops had landed west of 
Heraklion and blocked the advance of the Argylls 
from Timbakion.  
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Timbakion



24 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• Next day—the 24th—the Germans 

began to carry out the threat to 
destroy Heraklion. Bombing began 
early in the morning and continued 
at intervals all day. 

• In the morning about forty 
transports dropped men and 
supplies south-west of the town.

• The paratroops landed in the midst 
of a fight between the 1/Argyll and 
Sutherland, on its way from 
Timbakion, and Germans astride 
the road in that area. The Argylls 
were far below strength, having left 
detachments at Timbakion and 
Ayia Deka, and withdrew some 
distance having lost 2 officers and 
20 other ranks.
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24 May 1941 - Atlantic
• HMS Hood, together with the newly 

commissioned battleship HMS Prince of 
Wales, was sent out in pursuit to intercept the 
German ships before they could break into 
the Atlantic and attack Allied convoys. 

• Hood was flying the flag of Vice-Admiral 
Lancelot Holland. 

• The German ships were followed by radar 
throughout the night by Norfolk and Suffolk 
and Holland's ships intercepted them in the 
Denmark Strait between Greenland and 
Iceland at 05.37 on 24 May.

• The battlecruiser Hood had been 
commissioned in 1920 and remained the 
largest warship in the world for 20 years after 
her commissioning. Prince of Wales was the 
newest battleship in the fleet, the second of 
the King George V class. But she was so new 
she still had workmen on board trying to cure 
faults in her main armament. 
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a 1924 photo of HMS Hood, the last battlecruiser 
built for the Royal Navy.



24 May 1941 - Atlantic
• The British ships approached the German ships head 

on, with Hood in the van, which permitted them to use 
only their forward guns; Bismarck and Prinz Eugen 
could fire full broadsides. 

• Several minutes after opening fire, Holland ordered a 
20° turn to port, which would allow his ships to engage 
with their rear gun turrets also.

• Both German ships concentrated their fire on Hood. 
About a minute after opening fire, Prinz Eugen scored a 
hit with a high-explosive 8 inch shell; the explosion 
detonated unrotated projectile ammunition and 
started a large fire, which was quickly extinguished. 

• After firing three four-gun salvoes, Bismark had found 
the range to Hood and commenced rapid-fire salvoes 
from its eight 38 cm guns. Bismark’s 15 cm secondary 
guns engaged Prince of Wales. 

• Holland then ordered a second 20° turn to port, to 
bring his ships on a parallel course with Bismarck and 
Prinz Eugen. Prinz Eugen shifted fire to Prince of Wales. 

• Within a few minutes, Prinz Eugen scored a pair of hits 
on the battleship that started a small fire.
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Hood seen from Prince of Wales.



24 May 1941 - Atlantic
• Just before 06:00, while Hood was turning 20°

to port to unmask her rear turrets, she was 
hit again on the boat deck by one or more 
shells from Bismarck's fifth salvo. 

• A devastating magazine explosion destroyed 
the aft part of the ship. The last sight of the 
ship, which sank in only three minutes, was 
her bow, nearly vertical in the water.

• Hood sank with 1418 men aboard. Only three 
survived.

• Bismarck then shifted fire to Prince of Wales. 
Both ships scoring hits on the other. 

• One of the shells struck the bridge on Prince 
of Wales, though it did not explode and 
instead exited the other side, killing everyone 
in the ship's command centre, save Captain 
Leach, the ship's commanding officer, and 
one other. 

• Prince of Wales was then forced to disengage 
by a combination of damage from German 
hits and mechanical failures in her guns and 
turrets.
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24 May 1941 - Atlantic
• Rear Admiral Wake-Walker, the 

commander of the two cruisers, ordered 
Prince of Wales to follow behind his ships 
and continued to shadow the Bismark.

• By around 17:00, the crew of Prince of 
Wales had restored nine of her ten main 
guns to working order, permitting Wake-
Walker to place her in the van of his 
formation to attack Bismarck if the 
opportunity arose.

• At 18:14. Bismarck turned around to face 
Wake-Walker's formation, forcing Suffolk 
to turn away at high speed. Prince of 
Wales fired twelve salvos at Bismarck, 
which responded with nine salvos, none 
of which hit. The action diverted British 
attention and permitted Prinz Eugen to 
slip away.

• The shadowing then continued.
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Bismarck seen from Prinz Eugen after the Battle of 
the Denmark Strait



24 May 1941 - Atlantic
• Although Bismarck had been damaged in the 

engagement and forced to reduce speed, she was 
still capable of reaching 27 to 28 knots, the 
maximum speed of Tovey's King George V. Unless 
Bismarck could be slowed, the British would be 
unable to prevent her from reaching Saint-Nazaire. 

• Shortly before 16:00 on 24 May, Tovey detached 
the aircraft carrier Victorious and four light cruisers 
to shape a course that would position her to 
launch her torpedo bombers. 

• At 22:00, Victorious launched the strike, which 
comprised six Fairey Fulmar fighters and nine 
Fairey Swordfish torpedo bombers of 825 
Squadron FAA, led by Lt Cdr Esmonde. The 
inexperienced aviators nearly attacked Norfolk and 
the U.S. Coast Guard cutter Modoc on their 
approach.

• Bismarck evaded eight of the torpedoes launched 
at her, but the ninth struck amidships on the main 
armoured belt. The explosion forced the ship to 
slow to 16 knots. But after some hours speed 
increased again to 20 knots. None of the attacking 
aircraft were shot down. 
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Swordfish on the after deck of HMS Victorious, 24 
May 1941.



24/5 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• That night (24/5), the fast minelayer 

Abdiel reached Suda Bay and 
disembarked 200 Special Service 
troops, medical stores and 
ammunition.

• Isis, Hero and HMAS Nizam had left 
Alexandria carrying the headquarters 
and two battalions of "Special Service 
Troops" (commandos) for Selino
Kastelli on the west of Crete. 

• The weather was too bad to complete 
the operation, and these ships also 
returned to Alexandria with their 
troops. Nizam, who had embarked 
five officers and 103 troops, lost two 
27-foot whalers in the heavy seas. 
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HMAS Nizam



25 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• The New Zealanders were convinced that the 

strong concerted attack begun on the 24th 
would reach a climax on the 25th. Inglis was 
given a direct call upon the reserve—the four 
tired and depleted battalions of the 5th 
Brigade, less than 1,400 strong. 

• During the morning air attacks and mortar 
and machine-gun fire on the western front 
became more and more intense. 

• Enemy parties were seen massing opposite 
the 18th Battalion on the coastal flank. In the 
afternoon dive bombers attacked the whole 
area of the 4th Brigade and, as soon as they 
ceased, the German infantry advanced behind 
intense fire from mortars and machine-guns, 
the strongest pressure being against the 18th 
which was soon engaged in a fierce fight. 

• The right company was overwhelmed and the 
centre company was being fired on from all 
sides. Colonel Gray, carrying a rifle and 
bayonet and shouting "No Surrender!" led 
forward a party of men from his headquarters 
to restore the line, but the enemy was too 
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25 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• Brigadier Inglis sent forward two companies 

of the 20th Battalion. Kippenberger, in 
command of the troops in the forward area, 
ordered them to the right of the ridge 
occupied by the Composite Battalion. When 
they arrived there they found the Composite 
"nearly all gone"; yet they halted the enemy 
advancing through the gap on the right of the 
front, 2nd-Lieutenant Upham again playing a 
prominent role. 

• The enemy was now also thrusting hard along 
the Prison-Galatas road.

• Kippenberger filled the gaps by sending in 
reinforcements as they reached him from 
Inglis: the 4th Brigade Band lined a wall 100 
yards in front of his headquarters, the pioneer 
platoon of the 20th and the Kiwi Concert 
Party carried the line farther to the right; a 
company of the 20th extended it farther. 
Orders were sent to the main body of the 
20th to pull back and take up a position on 
the right of these groups. 
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25 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• The 23rd Battalion was now reaching the threatened area. Kippenberger decided 

that "it was no use trying to patch the line any more; obviously we must hit or 
everything would crumble away". 

• Two companies of the 23rd were ordered to advance and retake Galatas, one 
company advancing on either side of the road, with two light tanks under Captain 
Farran leading. The tanks rumbled off and the infantry (which now included 
several detachments from other units) followed cheering and shouting. 

• "From Galatas streamed hundreds of tracer bullets, multi-coloured flares and 
whistling mortar bombs." The advance reached the narrow, cobbled streets of 
the town. 

• The leading tank had a track blown off but the other continued. While Germans 
threw grenades at them from second - storey windows, the troops advanced to 
the central square. There the leading tank was disabled and Farran wounded.

• Round the square a fierce hand-to-hand fight followed; rifles and Tommy guns 
were fired from the hip, bayonets and rifle butts were used; at length the last 
Germans fled into the olive groves west of the village. The German advance had 
been decisively halted.
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25 May 1941 – Heraklion, Crete
• The 25th opened with an attack by 

the German force west of the town 
which was repulsed by the two 
companies of the York and 
Lancasters and one of the 
Leicesters. 

• On the 24th an advanced party of 
the Argyl and Sutherland had 
entered the fortress area, and on 
the morning of the 25th the main 
body (the equivalent of about two 
companies) arrived, having 
marched through the hills. 

• They took over the sector which 
the Leicesters had occupied west of 
the 2/4th and such of the 
Leicesters as were not retained in 
the line became the mobile 
reserve. Australia's War 19 May 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 14 96



25 May 1941 – Maleme, Crete
• That night the situation was extremely 

disturbing. Casualties were mounting, fatigue 
increasing, and the prolonged air attacks were 
lowering the defenders' spirits. Units of the 
4th and 5th Brigades, both of which had now 
lost heavily, were intermingled in the front 
line. Puttick decided to shorten his front by 
withdrawing from the Galatas area to a line 
through Karatsos running north and south 
from the right flank of the 19th Brigade.

• On the 25th Puttick sent Freyberg a message 
that heavy attacks had "obviously broken" the 
line at Galatas and that he was trying to form 
his new line running north and south from the 
right flank of the 19th Brigade. "Am 
exceedingly doubtful on present reports," he 
concluded , "whether I can hold the enemy 
tomorrow (26th)." Later that night one of the 
liaison officers with the Greeks called on 
Freyberg and "made it clear that the Greeks 
were about to break". 
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25 May 1941 - Egypt

• On the 25th Wavell reported to 
the War Office that he was 
preparing to advance into Syria 
with the 7th Australian Division, 
the Free French and units of the 
1st Cavalry Division.
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25 May 1941 - Mediterranean
• By the 25th Formidable's fighter strength had 

been built up to twelve aircraft, and it was 
decided to use her in an air attack on 
Scarpanto, which was being used extensively 
by enemy air forces. 

• At noon that day the 1st Battle Squadron, 
Pridham-Wippell in Queen Elizabeth with 
Barham, Formidable, and eight destroyers 
including the Australians Voyager and 
Vendetta, left Alexandria for a flying-off 
position S.S.W. of Kaso Strait. 

• In the evening Glenroy, now under the escort 
of Waller in Stuart with Coventry and Jaguar, 
again sailed from Alexandria to try to land her 
troops at Timbakion.

• Another Australian destroyer, Napier, with 
Kelvin and Jackal, also left the Egyptian base 
to relieve the destroyers with Ajax and Dido 
and join the cruisers for another sweep north 
of Crete.
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ing along the flight deck while another approaches to 
land on HMS FORMIDABLE.



25 May 1941 - Atlantic
• As the chase entered open waters, Wake-Walker's ships 

were compelled to zig-zag to avoid German U-boats. This 
required the ships to steam for ten minutes to port, then 
ten minutes to starboard, to keep the ships on the same 
base course. For the last few minutes of the turn to port, 
Bismarck was out of range of Suffolk's radar. 

• At 03:00 on 25 May Bismarck successfully broke radar 
contact.

• Wake-Walker ordered the three ships to disperse at 
daylight to search visually.

• The Royal Navy search became frantic as many of the 
British ships were low on fuel. 

• British code-breakers were able to decrypt an order to 
the Luftwaffe to provide support for Bismarck making for 
Brest on 25 May 1941. The French Resistance provided 
confirmation that Luftwaffe units were relocating there. 

• Tovey (portrait) could now turn his forces toward France 
to converge in areas through which Bismarck would have 
to pass.
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25 May 1941 –Mediterranean
• It soon became clear that Crete could not be held, and there 

followed the tragic and costly operation to save as many as 
possible of the defenders. 

• The story had a political aspect due to the presence in Egypt 
of Peter Fraser, the New Zealand Prime Minister. 

• The position had its difficulties. The political head of a state 
was established on the edge of a battlefield at military 
headquarters which were under the control of a great, 
friendly ally. 

• For practical purposes, the whole of New Zealand's military 
forces, and a high proportion of her trained manpower, were 
involved; yet the British Government, while not unmindful of 
this fact, had preoccupations which straddled the world. 

• The Prime Minister had a very personal and vigorous 
conception of his duties. His activities were incessant. He was 
in touch with everyone, from rank and file soldiers as they 
arrived from Crete to the Commander-in-Chief, and, by cable, 
with Churchill himself. On the one hand he kept warm the 
humble but stimulating human contacts for which, among 
contemporary politicians, he appeared to have an almost 
unique skill. On the other, he kept the highest officers under 
constant pressure to ensure that all things possible were 
done for the men who had fought on Crete. 
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• Thanks for your attention
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